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Preface

The Wallace Foundation commissioned the RAND Corporation to interview district leaders across the country in fall 2019 to broaden understanding about the prevalence of and interest in activities related to principal preparation, hiring, support, and evaluation (referred to as pipeline activities). This report presents findings from an interview effort conducted between October and December 2019 to provide a baseline description of principal pipeline activities in districts across the country. It builds on a multiyear evaluation of principal pipelines as described in Principal Pipelines: A Feasible, Affordable and Effective Way for Districts to Improve Schools (Susan M. Gates, Matthew D. Baird, Benjamin K. Master, and Emilio R. Chavez-Herrerias, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2666-WF, 2019). An online appendix, RR-A274-2, provides supplemental material.

We draw on structured interviews with superintendents or senior district officials from a diverse sample of 192 public school districts across the United States. Our findings are intended to be of interest to district and state education agency administrators, principal preservice providers, researchers, The Wallace Foundation, and other K–12 education funders.

This study was undertaken by RAND Education and Labor, a division of the RAND Corporation that conducts research on early childhood through postsecondary education programs, workforce development, and programs and policies affecting workers, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy and decisionmaking. This study was sponsored by The Wallace Foundation, which seeks to foster improvements in learning and enrichment for disadvantaged children and the vitality of the arts for everyone. For more information and research on these and other related topics, please visit its Knowledge Center at www.wallacefoundation.org.

More information about RAND can be found at www.rand.org. Questions about this report should be directed to sgates@rand.org, and questions about RAND Education and Labor should be directed to educationandlabor@rand.org.
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Summary

In this report, we share new learning about the presence and potential importance of principal pipelines for preparing, hiring, supporting, and evaluating school leaders across the United States as reported by administrators from a national sample of school districts. The research on which this report is based was prompted by positive findings in a recent evaluation of the Principal Pipeline Initiative (PPI) conducted by the RAND Corporation and Policy Studies Associates. The PPI, launched by The Wallace Foundation in 2011, supported six large public school districts in implementing comprehensive, strategic efforts intended to improve the quality of school leaders over a five-year period.

The six large urban districts that participated in the PPI made a commitment to enhance their efforts in four main pipeline areas—referred to as components—during the PPI:

- **Leader standards:** PPI districts developed or refined leader standards articulating what principals should know and do.
- **Principal preparation:** Districts formed or fostered better partnerships with principal preparation institutions to develop certification programs that focused on district needs or developed or refined principal preparation programs internal to their district.
- **Selective hiring and placement:** Districts worked to make hiring and placement processes for principals more systematic and guided by their leader standards.
- **On-the-job support and evaluation:** Districts improved performance evaluation and access to school leader mentoring and coaching.

As PPI districts worked to connect and support their pipeline activities through efforts that cut across the four areas, the need for three additional activities related to principal supervision and district infrastructure to support those areas became evident:

- Make improvements to **principal supervision**.
- Develop **leader tracking systems** connecting preparation, hiring, support, and/or evaluation.
• Assign responsibility for school leadership issues to a position or office, creating a system of support for pipelines.

Thus, although the PPI was initially designed to focus on the first four areas, it evolved to encompass activities in seven areas, or domains, over the course of PPI implementation.

Findings from the PPI evaluation (Anderson and Turnbull, 2019; Gates et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2017; Turnbull et al., 2016) demonstrated that it was feasible, effective, and affordable for the six districts to implement principal pipelines and that they were able to sustain them after the initiative ended. However, important questions remained about the prevalence of pipeline practices overall and whether principal pipelines make sense for a wider range of districts than those very large urban school districts that were the focus of the PPI.

To begin addressing these questions, we conducted 175 structured interviews from October to December of 2019 with superintendents or other senior officials from a nationally representative sample of public school districts across the country serving 10,000 or more students (10K+ districts), along with 17 interviews with superintendents of small districts serving fewer than 10,000 students. Interview questions asked district leaders closed-ended (i.e., yes or no) questions about their satisfaction with their principal candidate pool and 11 specific pipeline activities that map into the seven domains just described.

Leader Standards

1. Does your district have leader standards that describe what is expected from school principals?

Preservice Preparation

2. Does your district have processes or approaches to encourage school staff to become school leaders?
3. Does your district give aspiring principals any professional development or support to become school leaders, either on your own or in collaboration with other organizations such as preparation programs?
4. Does your district engage with one or more principal preparation programs on matters relating to how a program is meeting your district’s needs?

Selective Hiring and Placement

5. Does your district use a talent pool process [i.e., a process of developing a pool of eligible principal candidates] to pre-screen individuals as eligible to apply for principal vacancies in the district?
6. What criteria do you use to evaluate and select candidates for principal positions? [Specifically, do respondents mention performance tasks as one such criterion?]

**On-the-Job Support and Evaluation**

7. Are principal evaluations aligned to district leader standards?
8. Does your district provide individualized coaching to all first-year principals?

**Principal Supervision**

9. Who evaluates (i.e., supervises) principals in your district and how many principals does each supervisor oversee?

**District Infrastructure: Leader Tracking**

10. Does your district use a computerized data system to support decisionmaking about principal hiring, placement, evaluation, and/or support?

**District Infrastructure: Systems of Support**

11. Does your district have a position or office dedicated to school leadership?

In addition to these closed-ended questions, we also asked district respondents open-ended questions regarding the nature of the pipeline activities in which they engaged. We asked about their goals or strategies related to principals, satisfaction with their current pool of principal candidates, and interest in pursuing additional pipeline efforts, as well as barriers to doing so. We used the closed-ended responses to gauge the presence or absence of pipeline activities and analyzed the variation in responses across districts. Because interviewees in all districts confirmed that someone supervises and evaluates principals, our discussion of prevalence focused on the first ten activities for which variation was reported. We analyzed open-ended responses through qualitative coding to better understand pipeline activities across the United States. This report provides a descriptive overview of the features of principal pipelines.

Our report focuses on 10K+ districts, with some comparisons between medium school districts (with 10,000–49,999 students) and large school districts (with 50,000 or more students). We also provide some insights based on the analysis of our exploratory sample of responses from small districts (with fewer than 10,000 students). These small district responses are not representative of the whole population of small districts but may help direct attention to topics worthy of additional research.

Our findings rely on self-reports from senior district leaders who are responsible for district efforts to prepare, hire, and support school principals. Our analysis of
response rates suggests the possibility that district officials who were already engaging in or knowledgeable about pipeline activities were more inclined to participate in the interview. It is also possible that respondents provided socially desirable responses to emphasize their work in this area.

**Key Findings**

In this report, we provide the first-ever national overview of the reported use of and interest in pipeline activities across a wide range of school districts as of the start of school year 2019–2020 as reported by the district officials we interviewed. Our key findings are:

- Ninety percent of respondents from 10K+ districts reported that their district goals, strategic plans, or initiatives tie school leadership to school improvement, suggesting that the district leaders who participated in our study understand the importance of school leadership.
- Less than half of respondents from 10K+ districts reported moderate or high satisfaction with their pool of principal candidates, implying that they see room for improvement in principal pipelines.
- All respondents were able to identify someone responsible for supervising principals, and more than three-quarters of 10K+ district leaders reported having
  - leader standards
  - processes to encourage individuals to be school leaders
  - efforts to give aspiring principals professional development and support
  - standards-aligned evaluation (when they had standards)
  - coaching for all first-year principals.

Additionally, about half of districts reported actively engaging with at least one principal preparation program and that they used a talent-pool process in principal hiring. It was less common for districts to have a leader-tracking system or a position dedicated to school leadership or to use performance-based metrics in hiring.

- Medium districts were less likely than large districts to report engaging in principal pipeline activities in general; the differences between medium and large districts were statistically significant with regard to having leader standards, having a process to encourage individuals to be school leaders, using performance-based hiring metrics, using standards-aligned evaluation, and having a position dedicated to school leadership.
• Among the ten pipeline activities for which we analyzed variation in prevalence across districts, we found that four were significantly related to respondents’ reports of satisfaction with their candidate pool: (1) providing professional development and support for aspiring principals, (2) engaging with at least one principal preparation program, (3) using standards-aligned evaluation, and (4) providing coaching to all first-year principals.

• A majority of respondents expressed moderate or strong interest in improving their district’s efforts around leader standards, principal preparation, selective hiring and placement, and on-the-job support and evaluation.

• When asked about barriers to doing more in regard to pipeline efforts, respondents most commonly mentioned lack of time and funding.

• A majority of respondents in our exploratory sample of small districts reported that the superintendent is responsible for principal supervision and that the district is engaged in many of the pipeline activities, including engagement with preservice providers.

**Implications**

The variation in prevalence of specific pipeline activities reported by our interviewees suggests that there are opportunities for districts to learn from one another. Many districts, especially medium-sized ones, might welcome guidance, examples, and tools that could support them in their strengthening of pipelines. Examples from districts that have been doing such work could inform other districts in their efforts to develop and communicate information about their leader standards, collaborate productively with preservice providers, develop improved criteria for evaluating principal candidates, and create strategies for identifying and improving their pool of principal candidates of diverse ethnicities. Specifically, large districts might be tapped to be models and provide guidance and support to medium and small districts, given that large districts reported a higher level of engagement with pipeline activities.

Districts reported emphasizing on-the-job support and evaluation for principals, but still view it as an area for improvement. Further research is needed to support district decisionmaking by identifying specific approaches or programs that are effective in these areas.

More than 70 percent of respondents overall reported moderate to strong interest in engaging more closely with external preparation program providers. This finding also held for separate categories of large and medium districts as well as our exploratory group of small districts. Preparation programs and state entities that oversee them might think about ways to support meaningful engagement, especially between programs and smaller districts. Research is needed to identify effective collaboration approaches for smaller district and preparation programs.
Responses from officials in small districts suggested some potential differences between small and 10K+ districts in the way principals are supervised and supported; these differences are worthy of further exploration in future research.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRPL</td>
<td>free or reduced-price lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEA</td>
<td>local education agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEP</td>
<td>limited English proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCES</td>
<td>National Center for Education Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>professional learning community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>Principal Pipeline Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSEL</td>
<td>Professional Standards for Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRG</td>
<td>RAND Survey Research Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>technical assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2011, The Wallace Foundation launched the Principal Pipeline Initiative (PPI). Over five years, the PPI would support six large, urban public school districts in implementing comprehensive, strategic efforts intended to improve the quality of school leaders. Findings from the PPI evaluation (Anderson and Turnbull, 2019; Gates et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2017; Turnbull et al., 2016) demonstrated that it was feasible, effective, and affordable for the six districts to implement principal pipelines and that the districts were able to sustain them after the initiative ended (see Box 1.1). The studies found that schools with newly placed principals in PPI districts outperformed comparison schools from other districts in the state in student achievement and principal retention. This evidence of success has drawn the attention of district and state leaders around the country to the concept of principal pipelines. However, important questions remain about the prevalence of principal pipeline activities and whether principal pipeline activities make sense for a wider range of districts than those large districts that were the focus of the PPI. In particular, it is unclear whether a strategic focus on principal pipeline activities would make sense for smaller school districts with many fewer principal positions to fill each year.

In this report, we share findings from interviews conducted with senior officials from a national sample of school districts across the United States about the presence and potential importance of principal pipelines and the priority that districts place on developing or improving them. The study focused on the following research questions:

- To what extent do U.S. school districts view school principals as a key lever for school improvement?
- Are district administrators satisfied with their current pool of candidates for principal vacancies?
- To what extent do district administrators report having mechanisms and strategies for preparing, hiring, supporting, and retaining principals?
- What is the level of interest in developing or improving those strategies?
- What barriers do district leaders report to implementing mechanisms and strategies for preparing, hiring, supporting, and retaining principals?
The six large urban districts that participated in the PPI made a commitment to enhance their efforts in four main pipeline areas:

- **Leader standards**: PPI districts developed or refined leader standards articulating what principals should know and do.

- **Principal preparation**: Districts formed or fostered better partnerships with principal preparation institutions to develop certification programs that focused on district needs or developed or refined principal preparation programs internal to their district.

- **Selective hiring and placement**: Districts worked to make hiring and placement processes for principals more systematic and guided by their leader standards.

- **On-the-job support and evaluation**: Districts improved performance evaluation and access to school leader mentoring and coaching.

As PPI districts worked to connect and support their pipeline activities through efforts that cut across the four areas, they also

- made improvements to principal supervision
- developed leader tracking systems connecting preparation, hiring, and support and/or evaluation
- assigned responsibility for school leadership issues to a position or office, creating a system of support for pipelines.

In other words, over time, the PPI evolved to encompass activities in seven areas or “domains” over the course of PPI implementation.

The findings from the PPI evaluation suggest that, when districts adopt a strategic approach to these activities, it can make a difference for schools and students in terms of student achievement and can improve principal retention. These findings have prompted district and state officials to consider pipeline activities as a lever for school improvement. Yet researchers, policymakers, and district leaders have valid questions about the extent to which these strategies are already being used and whether they are potentially attractive to districts smaller than those in the PPI.

For more information about the PPI—its implementation, effects, and sustainability—see Anderson and Turnbull, 2019; Gates et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2017; and Turnbull et al., 2016.
To address these questions, we conducted 175 structured interviews from October to December 2019 with superintendents or other senior officials from a nationally representative, stratified random sample of public school districts across the country serving 10,000 or more students (we call them *10K+ districts* in this report). Box 1.2 describes why and how we stratified our sample by size. These 10K+ districts included both medium districts serving 10,000–49,999 students and large districts serving more than 50,000 students. We also conducted 17 interviews with superintendents or senior officials of small school districts serving fewer than 10,000 students. Interviewees were located in 41 states in school districts serving as few as 200 students to more than 600,000 students.

We provide a brief overview of our research methods in this report, including the design of our interview protocol, the people we spoke with, and decisions we made about how to select the sample of district respondents. The appendixes of this report provide more details about our sample, the data-collection procedures, and our methods of analysis.

**Our Interviewees**

We spoke with superintendents or other senior district officials knowledgeable about district efforts to prepare, hire, and support school principals in 192 school districts. Our interviewees included 55 superintendents; 88 associate, assistant, or area superintendents; and 74 leaders with other titles, such as executive director, chief, or

---

**Box 1.2. Why and How We Stratified Our Sample by District Size**

The size distribution of school districts in the United States is highly skewed. There are more than 13,000 school districts in the country, and more than 12,000 of these are small districts that serve fewer than 10,000 students. On average, each small district serves fewer than 2,000 students; altogether, these districts educate more than 21 million students. Because large districts have been the focus of research to date on principal pipelines and pipeline activities, we stratified our sample to prioritize data collection from districts serving 10,000 or more students but included small districts in our sample in a more limited way.

---

1 The titles of seven associate, assistant, or area superintendents emphasized leadership, and 15 titles emphasized human resources or talent management.
director. In 15 cases, we talked with more than one person in a single district interview. In those cases, we recorded a single response for the district. Any reference to district respondents in this report refers to the collective responses for these 15 cases and not individual interviewees. Our overall response rate was 23 percent. This response rate reflects hard refusals as well as nonresponses or inabilities to complete the interview within the short data-collection window.

The 175 10K+ district respondents were somewhat more urban, served fewer white students, and served more free or reduced-price lunch (FRPL)—eligible students than 10K+ districts nationwide. We used survey weights to further improve the extent to which the 10K+ respondent sample matches the population of 10K+ districts on select student enrollment characteristics. We then used the survey weights to develop the weighted average responses presented in this report. See Appendix B for more details about the sample characteristics and weighting.

**Our Questions**

We used a structured interview protocol to gather information about the following topics of interest efficiently and systematically:

- the extent to which the district views school principals as a key lever for school improvement
- district satisfaction with the current pool of candidates for principal vacancies
- whether the district is engaged in specific pipeline activities to prepare, hire, support, and retain principals and the nature of their engagement in these activities
- the level of interest in specific pipeline activities and perceived barriers to implementing them.

The protocol included closed-ended questions that were limited to a yes, no, or categorical responses and a more-limited number of open-ended questions to gather richer information from district respondents about what these pipeline activities look like on the ground, the level of interest in enhancing key pipeline activities, and what barriers they perceive to implementing these activities. It was designed be completed in 20–30 minutes. We made a conscious effort to limit the use of jargon from the PPI while addressing the core concepts of that effort. The interview protocol and approach were reviewed and approved by the RAND Corporation’s Institutional Review Board.

---

2 The titles of 19 of these interviewees emphasized leadership, and 27 title emphasized human resources or talent management.
How We Analyzed the Data

Responses to open-ended question were categorized using predefined codes reflecting expected themes. These codes were refined in the first several weeks of interviews based on topics discussed in the interviews. Interviewers conducted all the coding of open-ended responses, and two researchers deeply familiar with principal pipelines double coded 11 percent of the interviews to assess and ensure coding reliability. Any substantial disagreements in the coding were discussed and resolved at weekly meetings with all interviewers and the research team; these meetings were also a chance to make any necessary updates to the coding plan and the coding itself.

We weighted average responses to close-ended questions and open-ended responses that were coded and quantified for the 10K+ districts. We generated and analyzed tabulated responses for two key subgroups of the weighted 10K+ sample: medium districts (those serving 10,000–49,999 students) and large districts (those serving 50,000 or more students). We also generated tabulations of unweighted responses from small districts to support an exploratory analysis. Finally, we used a regression model that accounted for some district-level factors to examine whether the reported presence or number of specific pipeline activities was associated with the likelihood of reported satisfaction with the principal candidate pool.

Limitations and Strengths

Our national estimates reflect findings based on 175 responses from 10K+ districts (i.e., excluding the 17 responses from small districts). These findings rely on self-reports from senior district leaders who are responsible for district efforts to prepare, hire, and support school principals. Because the findings from the PPI evaluation have generated some attention in the press and professional organizations in the education field, it is possible that respondents provided socially desirable responses that emphasize their work in this area, even if their efforts are relatively minor.

Concurrent with the interview effort, The Wallace Foundation was supporting technical assistance (TA) on principal pipelines for school districts around the country (which is a separate effort from the Wallace-funded PPI that took place from 2011 to 2016). All large districts were invited to participate in the TA, and about one-half chose to do so. The Wallace Foundation also invited some medium districts to participate in the TA effort. Our study included all large districts in the country, regardless of whether they chose to participate in the TA.3 At the request of The Wallace Foundation, we

---

3 Among the 175 10K+ districts that responded, roughly 40 were affiliated with The Wallace Foundation through the TA, PPI, or University Principal Preparation Initiative. Descriptively, Wallace-affiliated districts reported rates of pipeline activity usage higher than 10K+ districts overall, but similar rates to districts of comparable size.
excluded from our study medium districts that chose to participate in the TA out of concern about the potential burden that participation might pose for these smaller districts. This means that our sample of medium districts is potentially biased away from districts with the greatest interest in pipeline activities. Our response rate was 23 percent overall and varied by district size category and TA participation (see Table A.1 in Appendix A and the related discussion). The response pattern suggests a possibility of unobservable response bias in our sample, with district officials in larger districts and those participating in the TA potentially being more favorably inclined toward or more knowledgeable about principal pipeline activities.

Despite these limitations, this report provides a first-ever national overview of the use of and interest in pipeline activities across a wide range of school districts as of the start of school year 2019–2020 as reported by the district officials we interviewed.

**Overview of This Report**

In the next chapter, we present key results organized around the seven areas of pipeline activities described in Box 1.1. In the third and final chapter, we discuss the results and offer conclusions. Two technical appendixes provide additional information about our data-collection and data-analysis approaches (Appendix C, Summary of Interview Responses; Appendix D, Principal Pipeline Baseline Interview Instrument). Supplemental material consisting of tabulations of interview responses and the interview instrument are available for download at www.rand.org/t/RRA274-1.

---

4 Thirty-five out of 821 medium districts were excluded on this basis.
In this section, we summarize key findings based on district administrators’ responses about their perceptions of the importance of school leaders, their satisfaction with their districts’ pool of school leaders, and the prevalence of pipeline activities in their districts. We then provide a more in-depth examination of district leaders’ perceptions of activities and needs related to the seven groups of pipeline activities. Box 2.1 summarizes what the PPI districts were able to accomplish to provide a basis for interpreting the survey findings in this report.

Overall, the vast majority of our interview participants across districts reported that their district views principals as important and engages in some pipeline activities. That said, only about half of district respondents reported that they are satisfied with their current pool of principals. Interviewees reported some of the pipeline activities to be far more prevalent than others. In addition, our data suggest variation in what principal pipelines look like in different district contexts.

We emphasize findings from the full sample of 10K+ districts, unless otherwise noted. Where relevant, we highlight statistically significant differences between average weighted responses for two subgroups of 10K+ districts: medium districts (those serving 10,00–49,999 students) and large districts (those serving 50,000 or more students). We augment our results with data and quotes from coded responses to open-ended questions. At the end of the results section, we describe responses from 17 leaders in small districts who participated in our interviews. Small district responses are considered exploratory and are not weighted.

**Nearly All School Districts Reported That School Leadership Is Essential to School Improvement**

Research has documented the important role that school principals can play in school improvement and the effect of principal characteristics and behaviors on key outcomes (see, for example, Béteille, Kalogrides, and Loeb, 2012; Grissom and Loeb, 2011; Grissom, Mitani, and Woo, 2018; Harvey and Holland, 2013; Liebowitz and Porter, 2019; Louis et al., 2010). To understand more about how school districts view school
Box 2.1. What the Six PPI School Districts Were Able to Accomplish

Our interview protocol was structured to gather information about the extent to which senior district officials in school districts around the country view their own district as engaged in and/or interested in the pipeline activities that the six PPI districts focused on. For more information about the PPI and its implementation, effects, and sustainability, see Anderson and Turnbull, 2019; Gates et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2017; and Turnbull et al., 2016.

Leader Standards
All districts participating in the PPI adopted district-specific leader standards that served as a guide for all aspects of their principal initiatives—from hiring criteria to principal professional development and evaluation. Furthermore, PPI districts revisited their standards frequently, both to ensure that the standards reflected elements of leadership that they felt were important in their context and to ensure that their preparation, hiring, support, and evaluation processes were well aligned with those standards.

Preservice Preparation
All PPI districts undertook activities to align principal preparation with their leader standards and their expectations for the principalship. That said, PPI districts took considerably varied approaches to principal preparation—from developing and sustaining their own in-house principal preparation administrator certification programs (often including residencies) to working closely with local preservice providers. The costs of these efforts varied substantially among PPI districts (Kaufman et al., 2017).

Selective Hiring and Placement
All PPI districts worked to make hiring and placement much more systematic by ensuring that these activities align closely with leader standards and provide objective data on leader skills and experiences. The use of objective data for hiring contrasts with a heavy reliance on interview data or personal relationships to assess skills and experiences of candidates. By the end, all PPI districts were using talent pools to pre-screen candidates for principal vacancies, and many districts were using performance tasks or other assessments of capabilities as part of that process.
leadership, we asked school district leaders the following questions at the start of our interviews:

- Do your district’s goals, strategic plans, or initiatives tie school leadership to school improvement?
- How do these goals, strategic plans, or initiatives focus specifically on improving preparation, hiring, support, and/or evaluation of school principals?

Responses to the latter, open-ended question were qualitatively coded to determine whether responses suggested a focus on preparation, hiring, support, and/or evaluation.

Findings suggest that 10K+ district leaders regarded school leadership as a key aspect of school improvement. Ninety percent of 10K+ district leaders in our study
indicated that their district’s goals, strategic plans, or initiatives indeed tied school leadership to school improvement.

When asked to elaborate on how those goals, strategic plans, or initiatives focused on principal preparation, hiring, support, or evaluation, most respondents (88 percent) mentioned specific district activities focused on at least one of these categories of pipeline activities. As indicated in Figure 2.1, according to our qualitative coding, more than half of interview respondents in 10K+ districts mentioned a focus or initiative related to on-the-job support for principals. Between one-quarter and one-third of respondents mentioned a focus on some aspect of principal preparation, including programs to support emerging leaders or those seeking administrator certification, improving the hiring and selection of principals, or improving evaluation processes or principal evaluation scores (see Table 29 in the supplemental material). Nearly half of the respondents (42 percent) in large districts said that their district had goals, plans, or initiatives specifically focused principal preparation, which was significantly higher than the 26 percent of medium districts focused on principal preparation. We did not find other significant differences between medium and large districts in the pipeline focus.

Most district respondents discussed school leadership as one of numerous foci for their district, sometimes noting the importance of cultivating strong staff, including principals and teachers. A smaller number of districts specifically called out leadership as their main focus. Our qualitative data illustrate some of the ways in which districts described how their districts prioritize school leadership and balance it with other goals:

Our district mission talks about a community, which includes staff, students, parents, and leadership. Our annual goals vary by year. . . . Our school leaders are generally on the top of that list. We rely on them to make sure that initiatives work well.

I think, for the district, it’s a core value. We see our principals as executive leaders. Our investment in them is a priority.

Our goals are primarily student achievement goals. We have other goals that are set by the district that may be more operational. Principals are hired and expected to achieve student achievement goals.

There’s an objective and a priority in our goal on operation effectiveness around talent and retention and hiring. That’s about all employees, but it includes school principals.

We believe there is a direct link to strong leadership and student outcomes. In looking at our scorecard, our students are first and foremost [when it comes to] providing the absolute best education. And through that, we believe having strong leaders in place makes the difference.
Less than Half of School District Respondents Expressed Moderate or High Satisfaction with Their Pool of Candidates for Principal Positions

After asking school leaders about how they emphasized school leadership in their overall district goals, we asked them the following questions to gauge their satisfaction with their principal candidate pool:

- How satisfied are you with the pool of candidates available to fill principal vacancies in your district in terms of principals’ demographic background and competencies? Would you say very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, neither dissatisfied nor satisfied, satisfied, or very satisfied?
- Thinking about the available pool of candidates to fill principal vacancies in your district, what gaps, if any, do you see?

Responses to the latter, open-ended question were qualitatively coded to categorize gaps that came up in the interviews (e.g., gaps in principals of specific ethnicities or genders, gaps in principals with specific soft skills).

Although respondents reported that school leadership was critical to school improvement and other district priorities, only 49 percent of 10K+ districts reported being moderately or highly satisfied with the pool of candidates for principal positions. This is somewhat consistent with findings from a survey of superintendents reported...
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by Davis (2016), in which 80 percent of respondents described a need for improvements to principal preparation programs.

Based on qualitative coding of our data, district respondents most frequently noted a lack of candidates (see Table 30 in the supplemental material)

- from specific ethnic groups (48 percent)
- with leadership experience (34 percent)
- with particular leadership skills (33 percent).

Many who brought up particular leadership skills referred to instructional leadership, including deep understanding of standards, curriculum, and pedagogy among leaders. A smaller number of respondents referred to the need for leaders to have social and interpersonal skills, such as being able to advise teachers and have hard conversations with them, as well as engage with parents and the community. Respondents less often named other skills, such as the ability to set a vision, manage change, and build a positive school culture. The frequent mention of the need for more principal candidates with instructional leadership skills reflects the growing recognition that such skills are key to supporting teaching and learning, which was also reflected in meta-analyses noting the relationship between student achievement and such leadership actions as supporting the development and use of curriculum, instruction and assessment or planning, and coordinating and evaluating teaching and curricula (Copeland and Neely, 2013; Herman et al., 2017; Leithwood et al., 2004; Marzano, Walters, and McNulty, 2005; Robinson, Lloyd, and Rowe, 2008).

Several respondents identified leader diversity as a gap in the principal candidate pool. One leader described strategies her district is using to address the challenges:

Our district has about 85 percent students of color. . . . Currently, we have more white leaders than we have leaders of color. . . . Historically, in our city, we have not fulfilled our diversity quotas at the teaching level. Most of our leaders rise up, from either the classroom or have been teachers . . . so there has always been a shortage of teachers and leaders, so that inhibits a natural pipeline for leaders of color. One of the things we are addressing is recruitment and what that might look like. So we have been talking about reaching out to historically black colleges to engage in not just leaders but teachers as well. We are in the initial stages. We have a group to design and carve out these opportunities.

Having established that districts view school leadership as important and that many are not fully satisfied with their candidate pool, we now consider how school districts across the United States perceive, engage with, and prioritize aspects of principal pipelines studied as part of the PPI. We first consider the pipeline activities that appear to be most prevalent in 10K+ districts across the United States and then provide more detail about responses related to leader standards, principal preparation, selective hiring
and placement, on-the-job evaluation and support, principal supervision, and district infrastructure (including leader tracking systems and offices or positions focused on principal leadership).

**What Pipeline Activities Are Most Prevalent?**

We asked respondents structured (i.e., typically closed-ended) questions designed to help us understand whether the district was engaged in 11 specific pipeline activities. Box 2.2 describes the questions and their relationship to the seven pipeline areas.

Figure 2.2 summarizes the reported prevalence of ten of the 11 activities described in Box 2.2 across the country for the 10K+ districts (excluding the ninth activity on

---

**Figure 2.2**

*Percentage of 10K+ Districts Reporting Prevalence of Principal Pipeline Activities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has leader standards</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has process to encourage individuals to be school leaders</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives aspiring principals professional development and support</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages with one or more preparation programs</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses performance-based hiring</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses talent pool processes</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses standards-aligned evaluation</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives all first-year principals coaching</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses computerized system to support pipeline</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has dedicated office or position for school leadership</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Bars reflect weighted survey data from respondents in 10K+ districts (n = 175). Error bars represent 95-percent confidence intervals.
Box 2.2. Questions We Asked About the Presence of 11 Pipeline Activities in School Districts

**Leader Standards**
1. Does your district have leader standards that describe what is expected from school principals?

**Preservice Preparation**
2. Does your district have processes or approaches to encourage school staff to become school leaders?
3. Does your district give aspiring principals any professional development or support to become school leaders, either on your own or in collaboration with other organizations such as preparation programs?
4. Does your district engage with one or more principal preparation programs on matters relating to how a program is meeting your district’s needs?

**Selective Hiring and Placement**
5. Does your district use a “talent pool” process to pre-screen individuals as eligible to apply for principal vacancies in the district?
6. What criteria do you use to evaluate and select candidates for principal positions? [Specifically, do respondents mention performance tasks as one such criteria?]*

**On-the-Job Support and Evaluation**
7. Are principal evaluations aligned to district leader standards?
8. Does your district provide individualized coaching to all first-year principals?

**Principal Supervision**
9. Who evaluates principals in your district, and how many principals does each supervisor oversee?*

**District Infrastructure: Leader Tracking Systems**
10. Does your district use a computerized data system or systems to support decisionmaking about principal hiring, placement, evaluation and/or support?

**District Infrastructure: Systems of Support**
11. Does your district have an administrative position or office dedicated to school leadership?

*Question was open-ended; responses were qualitatively coded.
supervision). Figure 2.3 shows how the prevalence of each activity differed between medium and large districts. The vast majority of 10K+ districts reported having leader standards, having a process to encourage individuals to become a school leader, giving aspiring principals professional development and support, using standards-aligned evaluation (when they have standards), and providing coaching to all first-

**Figure 2.3**

Percentage of Medium and Large Districts Reporting Prevalence of Principal Pipeline Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has leader standards</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has process to encourage individuals to be leaders</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives aspiring principals professional development</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses standards-aligned evaluation</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives all first-year principals coaching</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses computerized system to support pipeline</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has dedicated office or position for leadership</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Bars reflect weighted survey data from respondents in medium districts (n = 130) and large districts (n = 45). Error bars represent 95-percent confidence intervals. Dark bars and labels for medium and large districts indicate that the differences for that item are statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.

1 “Uses performance-based hiring” was identified through responses to an open-ended question about the factors that districts consider in principal hiring. We also asked district respondents to tell us who (or what position) was responsible for evaluating principals and the number of principals such people oversee. As respondents in all districts were able to identify the person responsible for principal’s supervision, we do not report on prevalence in the charts (Principal Pipeline Activity #9). We elaborate on district leaders’ responses about who supervises principals and the number of principals supervised and focus on what respondents said about principal on the job support and evaluation later in this report.
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year principals. About half of districts reported that they actively engage with at least one principal preparation program or use what is typically referred to as a “talent pool process” to pre-screen individuals as eligible to apply for principal vacancies in the district. Less than half of 10K+ districts had one of the infrastructure elements we examined, with 46 and 48 percent of districts reporting that their district had a computerized system and dedicated school leadership office or position, respectively.

Figure 2.2 also separates responses related to the prevalence of pipeline activities for medium and large districts. Medium districts were less likely than large districts to report engaging in principal pipeline activities in general. The differences between medium and large districts were statistically significant on having leader standards, having a process to encourage individuals to be school leaders, using performance-based hiring metrics, using standards-aligned evaluation, and having a position dedicated to school leadership.

We tabulated the number of principal pipeline activities that individual districts said they were undertaking, with the view that districts that engaged in more of these activities might be thinking about or developing a more-comprehensive pipeline to support improvements to the principalship. Table 2.1 shows all the districts that reported engaging in at least three activities—99 percent reported engaging in at least four and 85 percent reported engaging in six of the 11 pipeline activities. Only about 3 percent of 10K+ districts indicated engaging in all 11 activities.

Table 2.1
Number of Pipeline Activities District Respondents Reported Undertaking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Pipeline Activities</th>
<th>Percentage of 10K+ Districts</th>
<th>Percentage of Medium Districts</th>
<th>Percentage of Large Districts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At least 1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 4</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 7</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All activities (11)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Analysis based on RAND interview responses.
NOTE: Using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we found that the distributions of the number of pipeline components used by medium and large districts differed at the p < 0.05 level.
Findings from the PPI evaluation suggest that the number of principal pipeline activities in which districts report engaging might not be as consequential for improving school leadership as the depth and quality with which districts engage in pipeline activities that are most critical to their own contexts (Gates et al., 2019).

Having summarized district leaders’ reports about the overall prevalence of pipeline activities, we provide more-detailed information about the variation in prevalence and characteristics of activities in key groups of pipeline activities: leader standards, principal preparation, selective hiring and placement, on-the-job evaluation and support, principal supervision, and district infrastructure.

**Leader Standards for Principals**

As we just noted, the bulk of leaders in 10K+ districts that we spoke with indicated that their district had standards that described what is expected of principals. Large districts were more likely to report having leader standards compared with medium districts (97 percent versus 84 percent).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does your district have leader standards that describe what is expected from school principals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response: Eighty-five percent of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to asking about leader standards, we also asked districts that reported having such expectations whether those standards were developed and adopted by the state, district, and/or other organization. Finally, we asked districts an open-ended question about how leader standards were communicated to principals in their district, responses to which were qualitatively coded.

**Most District Leaders Reported That Their District Used State Leader Standards in Combination with District or Other Standards**

Leader standards establish a district’s expectations for those who assume the role of principal, including their performance in the role. The standards can serve as a starting point for efforts to improve other pipeline activities (Turnbull et al., 2016). Although

---

2 The National Policy Board for Educational Administration released the Professional Standards for Educational Leadership (PSEL) in 2015 as an update to 2008 standards released by the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium. These standards articulate goals for school leader practice in everything from setting mission, vision, and core values to creating conditions that ensure equity to supporting professional community for teachers and staff. Many states have adopted either PSEL or state school leader standards, and both can serve as guides for districts.
districts can develop standards from scratch, there are starting points at the national and state level. PSEL, a new set of national researcher-based standards for principals, was released in 2015 (National Policy Board for Educational Administration, 2015). All states have adopted state leader standards, which, in many cases, are aligned to national standards (Scott, 2018).

Our interview data suggest that districts are leveraging these national and state standards resources. Eighty-five percent of 10K+ districts indicated using state-level standards; fewer districts reported having locally developed district leader standards instead of or in addition to their state leader standards. Roughly one-third of our sample indicated having adopted other leader standards, which they often noted were the national standards (i.e., PSEL) and occasionally standards derived from evaluation rubrics, such as Marzano or Danielson (for more information, see Danielson Group, undated; Marzano, undated).

Among 10K+ districts that had leader standards, about 30 percent indicated using state-sourced leader standards only. It was more common for districts to report using leader standards from a combination of sources; roughly 60 percent of districts reported using leader standards derived from a combination of state, district, and/or another source. Of those with leader standards, we found no significant differences in the usage of state, district, or other leader standards between medium and large districts (Table 2.2).

Among districts that reported using standards, nearly all 10K+ district respondents indicated that these standards were communicated to school principals. Sixty-five percent indicated they were communicated through principal evaluation or coaching and 63 percent indicated communicating them through professional development opportunities, while 18 percent indicated communicating them through onboarding or induction periods (see Table 31 in the supplemental material).

### Table 2.2
Percentage of 10K+ Districts Reporting Use of State, District, or Other Leader Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Leader Standards</th>
<th>District Size Category</th>
<th>Medium (Percentage)</th>
<th>Large (Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: Percentages calculated based on weighted survey data from respondents in medium (n = 111) and large (n = 44) districts that reported having standards. Columns do not sum to 100 because some districts reported more than one source for leader standards.
Preservice Preparation

Prior research on principal preservice preparation has focused on limitations in principal preparation programs (Briggs et al., 2013; Davis, 2016; Manna, 2015). These limitations could have implications for the quality of candidates for principal vacancies within districts. But research also emphasizes the important role that districts can play in improving preparation through collaborations with principal preparation programs to both identify promising candidates and inform program design (Darling-Hammond et al., 2007, Wang et al., 2018).

To assess how much district leaders were doing in the area of principal preparation, we examined what the districts reported doing to both encourage and cultivate existing staff to be leaders and to collaborate with preservice providers. The vast majority of district respondents (upward of 85 percent) indicated that their district had processes or approaches to encourage school staff to become leaders and provided professional development and support to aspiring principals. Nearly all of the respondents in large districts (98 percent) noted such processes, whereas 83 percent of those in medium districts did. However, just a little more than half of the respondents told us that they engaged with at least one principal preparation program about how that program is meeting districts’ needs.

To dig deeper into the ways in which U.S. school districts are supporting and influencing principal preparation, we also asked district respondents the following combination of close-ended and open-ended questions; responses to the open-ended questions were qualitatively coded:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Does your district have processes or approaches to encourage school staff to become school leaders?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> 84% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Does your district give aspiring principals any professional development or support to become school leaders?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> 88% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Does your district engage with one or more principal preparation programs on matters relating to how a program is meeting your district’s needs?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> 57% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Does your district have processes that intentionally strive to encourage individuals with particular characteristics and experiences to become school leaders? Would you say yes or no?
• What particular leadership characteristics or experiences is your district especially interested in promoting?
• How does your district engage with principal preparation programs [If the district reported engagement]?
  – About program course content?
  – About leader standards?
• Does your district keep records of the preparation programs providing administrative certification that your principals completed?
• Do any principals in your district come from administrative certification programs your district has direct engagement with? If so, can you estimate the proportion that do so?

**District Leaders Reported Particularly Striving to Encourage Aspiring Leaders Who Possessed a Range of Less Tangible Skills and Abilities**

As just noted, 85 percent of respondents said they had processes in their district that encourage any individuals to be school leaders. Respondents in 69 percent of both medium and large districts also noted having processes that encourage individuals with specific characteristics to become school leaders.

When asked about the types of skills, characteristics, and experiences their districts were particularly interested in promoting, respondents in 10K+ districts mentioned a wide range of skills and abilities (see Table 34 in the supplemental material). Some district leaders brought up the need for specific leadership skills, as they did when asked about gaps in particular characteristics of leadership candidates. Others brought up a wide range of skills and abilities they look for in those that they might encourage to be school principals, including some that might be considered less immutable characteristics in individuals. Some representative examples include the following:

We are looking for someone who is self-aware and results-driven, service oriented to our community and is able to enact high expectations. Someone who is interpersonal, can communicate effectively, and is able to collaborate effectively. Someone with courage and a positive work ethic who is committed to equity and is able to instill trust in their division and organization. Someone who can ensure a positive climate and culture, makes great decisions, and can remain focused on stakeholders, students, and [the] community instead of what is important for them.

We look for innate characteristics, like dynamic and charismatic personalities, strong work ethic, people with the capacity to be very conceptual in nature and see the big picture, but also be able to manage . . . we look for people who can connect very fluently with the community . . . people who are really able to understand and
look closely at their school needs and data [and] be able to create a solid action plan for continuous improvement.

Only 10 percent of respondents mentioned race, ethnicity, or gender when describing the particular leadership characteristics or experiences their district was especially interested in promoting. This was somewhat surprising, given that 48 percent of respondents indicated a lack of principals of specific ethnicities when probed about gaps in their principal candidate pool.

**District Leaders Provided a Range of Support for Aspiring Leaders**

More than 88 percent of respondents from 10K+ districts indicated that their district provided some kind of professional development or support for aspiring principals within their district. Of these, more than three-quarters mentioned that their district directly provided professional development focused on leadership (78 percent), while 38 percent indicated that their district provided support for aspiring principals to attend externally provided professional development or training (see Table 35 in the supplemental material). We heard about numerous training opportunities and support for aspiring leaders, including trainings focused on developing teacher leaders to professional learning opportunities for those specifically interested in the principalship (for both teachers and assistant principals). Some of the responses reflect the range of opportunities available across districts:

We do an aspiring teacher leader program, an aspiring administrator program, and a teacher leader institute. We start at the campus level by promoting going into the teaching field with our high school students and have programs for that. Once we get aspiring leaders in the classroom, we see them taking on roles and just being available and willing to work hard and collaborative in their PLCs [professional learning communities].

Our division also has an aspiring principal’s academy, which is for assistant principals. . . . We also have a leadership development training for teachers who want to be administrators. . . . We have a number of principals [who] conduct their own mini-principal academies because they are committed to the division and interested in the development of the folks [who] work for them. They might meet with five or six teachers that express an interest once a week or once a month.

We did not ask respondents how they selected aspiring leaders for programs and opportunities, although some volunteered that they nominated or chose teachers to attend, whereas others implied that any interested teacher could choose to attend a given opportunity.
Of Districts Using Preservice Providers, Majorities Collaborate in Some Way to Support District Needs

As noted, 58 percent of 10K+ district respondents in our study reported that they engage directly with at least one principal preparation program. We hypothesized that more-extensive engagement and collaboration would be relatively rare and—when observed—be more common in large districts because they hire more principals and may have more central office capacity to support such engagement (Wang et al., 2018). However, the differences we observed between medium and large districts were not statistically significant. Among the districts that reported engagement with preparation providers, only about one-quarter described surface-level communication that did not delve into how programs could meet district needs, whereas more than half described genuine collaboration and communication about how preparation programs could meet district needs, with no differences in those reporting collaborations to meet district needs in medium and large school districts (see Table 36 in the supplemental material). Furthermore, many districts described the cadence of meetings between districts and preparation programs as frequent and regular. For example, one of our respondents from a medium district remarked that some district staff serve on a preparation program’s advisory board, confer with them “quite often” regarding district needs, and have formal annual meetings to review those needs and discuss future plans. In another example, a respondent from a large district noted that they meet “routinely” with their university preparation program partners:

[The preparation programs] are always wanting to partner and get people into their programs. We normally ask members of our staff to teach some of those classes and make sure that we have some flexibility in the curriculum to make sure we teach our future administrators the way we do things in our district . . . it’s a collaboration; we understand they have goals and they understand our needs to have the program aimed at things we are doing.

We specifically asked districts that reported engagement with principal preparation programs about whether that engagement focused on preparation program content or leader standards (see Tables 14 and 15 in the supplemental material). Sixty-six percent of leaders in 10K+ districts reported interacting with preparation course content, and 58 percent reported engaging with their leader standards. On both items, we found that large districts were more likely than medium districts to engage in these specific forms of collaboration with preparation programs (see Figure 2.4). In fact, all respondents in our sample from the largest districts (those serving 99,000 students or more) indicated that they directly collaborated with preparation programs on these topics.

This level of direct engagement about content and standards with preparation programs among large districts might be because respondents from large districts were more likely than those from medium districts to hire principals from programs with which they have the closest contact (Table 2.3). Specifically, among those who
Results

reported tracking the programs that their principals participated in, large districts were significantly less likely than medium districts to have hired no principals from a preparation program with which they have engaged (7 percent versus 25 percent). Nearly 60 percent of large districts that tracked their principals’ preparation information hired at least half of their principals from a partner preparation program.

Selective Hiring and Placement

All school districts that employ principals face a need to fill a principal vacancy at some point in time. Large districts that employ dozens or even hundreds of principals need to fill multiple vacancies each year. Smaller districts may have more periodic needs. Education research has identified a handful of observable characteristics of principals, such as experience as a teacher in the same school and experience as a principal or assistant principal more generally, that are associated with school outcomes (Bowers and White, 2014). But there is limited research about principal hiring practices and their effectiveness, and little evidence links objective characteristics of candidates, such as years of teaching experience or advanced degrees, to success on the job (see Herman et al., 2017). Clifford (2010) highlighted some innovative practices that districts were
pursuing to make hiring more strategic by aligning it to standards and using multiple measures, including performance-based measures based on simulation or role-play. For example, candidates might be asked to give a presentation to a group of teachers about strategies for improving student outcomes, and their performance would be assessed against a structured rubric by trained raters (Wildy, Pepper, and Guanzhong, 2011). PPI districts implemented candidate screening strategies in their hiring processes to create “talent pools” of high-quality candidates eligible for open principal positions and reported that such pools were useful (Turnbull et al., 2019).

Table 2.3
Percentage of 10K+ Districts Hiring Principals from Preparation Programs with Which They Have Direct Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Principals in District Hired from Program</th>
<th>District Size Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No principals</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0–50 percent of principals</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 50 percent of principals</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Percentages calculated using weighted survey data from respondents in medium (n = 83) and large (n = 37) districts that reported that they “keep a record of the preparation programs providing administrative certification that your principals completed.” Respondents reporting that that no principals in their district came from administrative certification programs that their district has had direct engagement with are coded as “no principals.” Available response options for districts reporting that they have hired at least one principal from an administrative certification program that their district has had direct engagement with include (1) 0–5 percent, (2) 6–10 percent, (3) 11–25 percent, (4) 26–50 percent, (5) more than 50 percent, (6) don’t know, and (7) refuse. Respondents who answered “don’t know” or “refuse” are treated as missing.

Our interviews explored the hiring and placement practices of districts across the United States in our sample. Although substantial majorities of district leaders in our study indicated having leader standards and processes to support preparation of aspiring principals, lower percentages indicated engaging in the principal pipeline activities that

Principal Pipeline Activity #5

Does your district use a talent pool process to prescreen individuals as eligible to apply for principal vacancies in the district?

Response: 51% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.

Principal Pipeline Activity #6

What criteria do you use to evaluate and select candidates for principal positions? [Specifically, do respondents mention performance tasks as one such criteria?]

Response: 18% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.
we associated with systematic hiring and placement. Specifically, only about half of districts reported using a talent pool process, with no significant differences between medium (50 percent) and large (58 percent) districts. Less than 20 percent reported using performance tasks as criteria for hiring.

To gather more details on principal hiring processes, we asked respondents to describe what criteria their district used to evaluate and select principals. Figure 2.5 summarizes our qualitative coding of the responses to this open-ended question, which touched on both measures they used for assessing principal candidates (e.g., interviews, community feedback) and criteria (e.g., standards, prior experience).

**Districts Reported Using Multiple Measures and Criteria to Assess Candidates, with Large Districts More Likely to Report Using Performance Tasks**

Although most respondents described using multiple measures and criteria to assess candidates, the most commonly cited assessment measure, by far, was candidates’ responses to interview(s) (55 percent). The most common criteria that district leaders mentioned were prior teaching or leadership experience (44 percent) and school fit (40 percent). Importantly, we have evidence that districts used assessments that included

---

**Figure 2.5**

**Percentage of 10K+ Districts Reporting Specific Criteria and Measures to Evaluate Principal Candidates**

What does your district use to evaluate and select candidates for principal positions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job description</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring rubric</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback from community</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance tasks</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of interpersonal skills</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader standards</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit with school</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior experience</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Criteria**

**Measures**

NOTE: Bars reflect weighted qualitative code data from respondents in 10K+ districts (n = 175). Error bars represent 95-percent confidence intervals.
Taking Stock of Principal Pipelines performance-related sources of information: 32 percent mentioned assessments of interpersonal skills, 18 percent used performance tasks, and 13 percent reported having a hiring rubric. It should be noted that respondents brought up these criteria and measures without being prompted; some respondents might have neglected to mention everything they do to evaluate candidates (e.g., interviews likely take place most of the time but only 55 percent mentioned them as the criteria they use to evaluate and select candidates).

Our data suggest that there may be some differences in assessment methods and criteria that districts of different sizes rely on to evaluate principal candidates (see Table 38 in the supplemental material). For example, 35 percent of respondents from large districts reported using performance tasks to evaluate principal candidates, compared with 16 percent of those in medium districts. In contrast, 46 percent of those in medium districts cited leadership or teaching experiences as important criteria, compared with 29 percent in large districts.

Districts’ descriptions of their hiring approaches show variation in complexity and comprehensiveness of school principal hiring processes across the United States. Some respondents noted simpler processes, such as this description from a respondent from a large district: “We do a paper screening, a personal interview, and reference checking.” Other district leaders described a much more comprehensive process, such as this response from another interview from a respondent in a large district:

We start with a paper screening to make sure that they have the appropriate certifications and years of experience. Once they fit that criteria, they have a face-to-face interview. Once they are successful at that level, they are moved to the pool, and they have a superintendent staff interview to be put into the principal pool. Once you [sic] are in the pool, you have a panel interview with school administrators, parents, teachers, classified personnel, and the associate superintendent, and they screen everyone in the pool who is interested in that particular school. We are trying to gauge what candidates know about professional learning communities, instruction, data analysis, team building, planning and assessment, dealing with challenging discipline problems, and employees, employee growth, and communication. . . . We also have a writing sample, with prompts based on real-life scenarios. We are looking at open-ended question and real-world interview responses.

On-the-Job Support and Evaluation

In the preservice preparation section of this report, we noted ways in which districts reported supporting aspiring leaders. We now consider how districts described their principal support and evaluation efforts. Districts can support productive professional
growth of school principals through constructive evaluation using multiple measures that, in turn, inform targeted on-the-job support (Aguilar, Goldwasser, and Tank-Crestetto, 2011; Guilfoyle, 2013). Although there is some research providing suggestive evidence about the characteristics, leadership styles, and actions of principals that are associated with desirable outcomes for schools and students, only two professional development programs have demonstrated evidence of success (see Herman et al., 2017).

Between 80 and 90 percent of district respondents in our sample indicated that both their district used an evaluation that aligned with their leader standards and all first-year principals received individualized coaching or mentoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are principal evaluations aligned to district leader standards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> 78% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Pipeline Activity #8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does your district provide individualized coaching to all first-year principals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> 92% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We asked the following additional closed- and open-ended questions to ascertain how principals were supported and evaluated within school districts:

- What proportion of principals in your district receive individualized coaching or mentoring? (All/none/some)
- Who provides the coaching and mentoring?
- Is the principal coaching and mentoring based on individual needs, evaluation, and/or other factors?
- Other than coaching or mentoring, in what other ways does your district support professional learning for principals?

**Districts Use Different Approaches When Supporting Principals**
Virtually all 10K+ districts indicated that they provided individual coaching to at least some of the principals in their district, with roughly 60 percent of these districts reporting that they provided individualized coaching or mentoring to all principals in their district. Among districts providing coaching to only some principals, the vast majority (85 percent) reported that they provided individual coaching or mentoring to all first-year principals, but only 25 percent indicated that their district provided
coaching to all principals in their second and third year. Only 2 percent of respondents across 10K+ districts indicated that principal coaching was being provided to all principals with more than three years of experience. Seventy percent of districts indicated that they provided individual coaching to at least “some” principals with two or more years of experience.

When asked about whether coaching was based on individual needs or evaluation, virtually all respondents indicated that these visits were to address the “individual needs” of each principal, implying that the coaching was targeted rather than general. Fewer respondents (65 percent) stated that these visits were informed by needs identified in evaluation.

Interview responses provide some additional information about how districts structure coaching and mentoring (Table 2.4). A key tension in the field has been whether coaching or mentoring is integrated with or separate from evaluation (Goldring et al., 2018; Lochmiller, 2018). Roughly 80 percent of respondents indicated that individuals in supervisory roles (i.e., those who evaluate the principals) also coach or mentor principals (see Table 40 in the supplemental material). Among those that indicated that supervisors provided coaching or mentoring, more than two-thirds also indicated that another person, in addition to the principal supervisor, within or outside their district provided additional coaching or mentoring to principals. Those “others” who might also provide principal coaching or mentoring included other district employees, individuals, or organizations outside of the district and—in some cases—retired school or district leaders. Coaching or mentoring was provided only by someone other than the principal supervisor in about 20 percent of districts.

The Frequency and Content of Principal Professional Learning in Districts Appeared to Vary Considerably

About half of the respondents (49 percent) indicated that their district provided training to principals, and more than one-third (40 percent) said that principals in their district attend meetings that include a support or professional learning component (see Table 41 in the supplemental material). Yet the frequency and content of principal

### Table 2.4

Percentage of 10K+ Districts Noting Who Coaches and Mentors Principals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Percentage of 10K+ Districts Reporting Involvement in Principal Coaching and Mentoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal supervisor only</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor and nonsupervisor</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsupervisor only</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Table created using weighted qualitative code data from respondents in 10K+ districts who indicated providing individualized coaching or mentoring to at least some principals in their district ($n = 171$).
meetings within districts appeared to be quite variable. For example, although many respondents reported monthly principal meetings, some mentioned bimonthly or even weekly meetings. Furthermore, although nearly all respondents who cited district principal meetings said that they included some support component, many also said that the meetings could also focus on operational or administrative concerns to varying degrees. For example, in one medium-sized district, a respondent described monthly administrative meetings where principals receive “very specific training related to district initiatives and/or the tools that either they’re being asked to use or teachers are being asked to use.” Another respondent said that, at principal meetings, they try to maintain a 50-50 split between professional learning and providing principals with administrative information. Still other respondents reported that principal meetings were primarily focused on professional learning. About one-third of respondents specifically described meetings as PLCs. A few respondents even noted that their district had evolved somewhat to focus more on professional learning for principals as opposed to more-operational and administrative concerns. Some examples include the following:

[W]e’ve spent so much energy to provide increasingly relevant and sustained PD [professional development] for teachers that we’re turning around in central office saying we should be doing the same. We’ve converted our monthly meetings from agenda to training, modeling what we’d be doing in the classroom, sharing.

We have principal meetings for colleagues on the same level. This is evolving to be more of a PD focus, where they are identifying their own topics and planning their days based on their identified growth areas.

Beyond district principal meetings and PLCs, more than one-third (38 percent) of respondents also reported providing funding to support principals’ pursuit of training or further education on their own outside of the district. Those opportunities could range from principal institutes and retreats offered by outside organizations to national and state leadership conferences.

**Principal Supervision**

Research conducted by the Council of the Great City Schools in 2012 concluded that districts needed to focus more attention on principal supervision (Corcoran et al., 2013). Among the recommendations from that research was a call to narrow the set of responsibilities of principal supervisors to focus on principal development and the span of control. The term *span of control* is used to describe the number of individuals directly reporting to one manager or supervisor. Although organizations seek guidance about the right target, that number is likely influenced by context, including tasks
typically assigned to a supervisor, differences in needs of direct reports, and other factors (Acharya et al., 2017). In the case of principal supervisors, context likely includes not only tasks that supervisors are typically assigned but also the geographical location of principals and the types of schools they serve.

Building on this research, The Wallace Foundation encouraged districts participating in the PPI to focus attention on principal supervision. The foundation launched a separate initiative—the Principal Supervisors Initiative—to support such efforts in six other districts. Evaluation studies documented the success of participating districts in shifting the role of principal supervisors and reducing the span of control (Anderson and Turnbull, 2019; Goldring et al., 2018; Turnbull et al., 2016).

**Principal Pipeline Activity #9**

*Who evaluates principals in your district and how many principals does each supervisor oversee?*

**Response:** All district leaders identified one or more principal supervisors.

We asked the following questions to learn more about principal supervision within school districts:

- Who is the direct supervisor that evaluates the principals in your district?
- How many principals does (this person/each person) typically supervise?

**Who Supervises Principals, and the Number of Principals They Supervise, Varies Widely Across the United States**

The average number of principals supervised by any one individual as reported by 10K+ district respondents in our study was 14. But respondents reported that district administrators could be supervising anywhere from three to 40 principals. The reported average number of principals being supervised by one person was 13.5 for medium districts and 18.4 for large districts. The reported average increased with the size of the district, with the average for the districts serving 10,000–19,999 students being about five principals, whereas the average for districts serving more than 99,000 students was about 21 principals (see Table 45 in the supplemental material).

In addition to the variation in the number of principals supervised, we found variation in who was responsible for supervising principals and conducting their evaluations. In medium districts, principals were more likely to be evaluated directly by the superintendent, whereas this evaluation role shifted to assistant superintendents or
other district administrators (e.g., executive directors, area directors, academic officers) in large districts.

**District Pipeline Infrastructure: Leader Tracking Systems and Systems of Support**

District infrastructure could support development of comprehensive principal pipelines (Anderson, Turnbull, and Arcaira, 2017). We asked about two elements of district infrastructure that might be relevant to principal pipelines: data systems that might support leader tracking and a dedicated office that addresses school leadership.

**Principal Pipeline Activity #10**

*Does your district use a computerized data system or systems to support decisionmaking about principal hiring, placement, evaluation, and/or support?*

**Response:** 46% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.

**Principal Pipeline Activity #11**

*Does your district have an administrative position or office dedicated to school leadership?*

**Response:** 48% of 10K+ district leaders said yes.

Less than half of respondents from 10K+ districts reported that their district used a computerized data system of some kind to track principal hires, placement, evaluation, or support, and a similar share reported having a position or office dedicated to school leadership.

We asked the following additional questions to learn more about the way data systems were being used.

- What type of computerized data system(s) does your district use to get input or gather data to improve school leadership?
- How does your district use the data system(s)?
- Would a computerized data system used to track hiring, placing, and evaluating school principals be useful to your district? Would you say yes or no?
Respondents from Large Districts Were More Likely than Those from Medium Districts to Report Having Offices or Positions Focused on School Leadership

There were no significant differences between the responses from medium and large districts about whether the district uses a computerized data system or systems to support decisionmaking about principal hiring, placement, evaluation, and/or support. But respondents in large districts were more likely than those in medium districts to report that their districts had an individual or position dedicated to school leadership (see Figure 2.2). Among respondents from large districts, 79 percent reported that they had a position dedicated school leadership, compared with 45 percent of respondents from medium districts.

The most common types of data systems reported by respondents from 10K+ districts include those for tracking principal support or evaluation (60 percent) and tracking principal applicants and hires (45 percent). Only 7 percent of respondents mentioned data systems that bring together data on principal hiring, placement, support, and/or evaluation. When asked how they used data systems, a majority of respondents indicated using one for a single purpose (e.g., principal hiring or evaluation). Only 17 percent mentioned using a data system or systems for more than one purpose (e.g., hiring and evaluation). When asked how these data systems were used, district officials’ responses matched the types of data systems they indicated having. Respondents most commonly mentioned using the system to track evaluation data (55 percent) and principal candidates background, skills, and experience for hiring purposes (40 percent). A smaller percentage of districts mentioned using the system to predict principal vacancies (14 percent) or to track principal participation in professional learning opportunities (8 percent).

Linking Districts’ Reported Principal Pipeline Activities with Candidate Pool Satisfaction

When we asked respondents to indicate the extent to which they were satisfied with their current pool of candidates to fill principal vacancies, only 49 percent of districts indicated that they were either satisfied or very satisfied. We were curious about whether the reported presence or number of specific pipeline activities was associated with the likelihood that respondents indicated that they were satisfied or very satisfied with their principal candidate pool. To explore this association, we used a regression model that accounted for some district-level factors (Table 2.5).3

Among the ten pipeline activities, we found that four were significantly related to district satisfaction: (1) providing PD and support for aspiring principals, (2) engaging

---

3 Regression models accounted for district size, district student race and ethnicity composition, district percentage of FRPL-eligible students, district percentage of limited English proficiency (LEP) students, the presence of “focus” or “priority” schools in the district, and district urbanicity. See Appendix B for more information.
with at least one preparation program, (3) using standards-aligned evaluation, and (4) providing all first-year principals with individual coaching. In all these significant cases, the size of the association between the presence of that activity and respondent satisfaction was large. For example, respondents indicating that their districts offered PD and support for aspiring principals were 35 percentage points more likely to be satisfied with their current candidate pool. Similarly, the presence of engagement with preparation program(s), standards-aligned evaluation, and first-year principal coaching was associated with 18, 25, and 31 percentage point increases in the likelihood of satisfaction, respectively. Conversely, self-reports of the presence of the seven other

---

4 Additional details and regression coefficients for results presented in Table 2.5 are available in Table B.2 in Appendix B.
activities listed in Table 2.5 were not significantly related to the probability that respondents reported that they were satisfied with the state of their principal pipelines.

Although the results presented in Table 2.5 offer some suggestive evidence about a relationship between the reported use of certain pipeline activities and satisfaction with the principal candidate pool, these findings should be interpreted with caution for a number of reasons. The measures of both the presence of pipeline activities and pipeline satisfaction rely on self-reports from senior district officials. A district official’s perception of principal pipelines may be unrelated, or only weakly related, to empirical indicators of pipeline success (e.g., principal competencies, student outcomes, principal retention). In addition, responses about the implementation of particular pipeline activities may have been under- or overstated. Where responses were accurately stated, our data-collection approach provided limited opportunities to assess the quality of that implementation. Lastly, although we were able to control for some observable district characteristics, additional factors could confound the relationships we identified above (e.g., wealthier districts may be more likely to provide professional development for aspiring principals and have advantages unrelated to professional development that result in higher quality principal pipelines). Studies capable of measuring pipeline activities more precisely using administrative and other forms of data and relating specific activities or combinations of activities to outcomes of interest could improve our understanding about whether certain pipeline activities are more important than others and whether engaging in more activities drives better outcomes.

**District Leaders Are Interested in Building Their Pipelines**

After asking district leaders about the work they were doing to support each area of the principal pipeline explored in this report, we asked them questions to ascertain their interest and ability to do more in each of these areas. Specifically, for each pipeline area examined in our interview—leader standards, principal preparation, selective hiring and placement, on-the-job support and evaluation, and infrastructure—we asked the following:

- How interested are you in doing more to improve [in this pipeline activity]? No interest/slight interest/moderate interest/strong interest
- What factors might keep your district from doing more [in this pipeline area]?

Figure 2.6 summarizes the responses to these questions. These responses could inform efforts by state actors and other third-party organizations interested in supporting district pipeline efforts.

Most of those in our district sample communicated interest in improving aspects of their principal pipelines. Three-quarters or more of the district respondents
communicated at least moderate or strong interest in doing more related to engagement with external principal preparation providers, improving their hiring processes, and improving the quality of support principals received. Similarly, 87 percent of those without leader standards reported a moderate or strong interest in developing standards. Among those with leader standards, just under 60 percent indicated an interest in further refining their standards. We did not observe significant differences based on district size in terms of respondents’ interest in improving these areas of their pipeline.

The most commonly cited barriers that district respondents said were preventing them from doing more to improve any area of their principal pipelines were lack of time and funding (Table 2.6). Time particularly appeared to be a factor stymieing the ability to do more to enhance principal evaluation and support, with 54 percent of respondents bringing up lack of time as a barrier (see Table 42 in the supplemental material). Thirty-seven percent of respondents specified lack of time as a barrier to engaging with preservice programs (see Table 37 in the supplemental material). In other pipeline areas (developing or refining standards, improving hiring), about 20–30 percent of respondents also brought up time as an obstacle to improvement. Lack of funding was cited by about one-quarter of respondents as a barrier to improving hiring and engaging with preservice providers, although it came up as a barrier to
improving principal support among 40 percent of respondents. Lack of staff or lack of expertise among staff came up much less as a barrier to pipeline improvement across the board (mentioned by only 10 percent or fewer of our respondents).

When asked about factors that would keep them from making pipeline improvements, district officials sometimes said that they did not perceive a need to make improvements at this time. Specifically, between one-quarter and one-third of district respondents indicated no perceived need to develop or refine leader standards or improve hiring. In the area of leader standards, it may be that district leaders felt that their existing state standards were adequate, and thus there was no need to improve upon them. According to our qualitative coding, about 14 percent of respondents said that state guidelines or union contracts kept them from doing more to refine their district standards. As one interviewee explained, “the biggest factor is trying to make sure that we stay within state level guidelines and standards. We don’t want to deviate too much from that and cause confusion.”

Generally, those with more interest in improving aspects of their pipelines were more apt to note time as a barrier to doing so. For example, of those with a moderate or strong interest in improving hiring and placement, 31 percent cited time as a barrier to doing more, whereas just 6 percent of those with no or slight interest brought up the time barrier. As might be expected, more of those who indicated none or only slight

Table 2.6
Percentage of 10K+ Districts Reporting Particular Barriers to Improving Pipeline Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Refining Standards</th>
<th>Developing Standards</th>
<th>Engage with External Partners</th>
<th>Improve Principal Hiring and Placement</th>
<th>Enhance Principal Evaluation and Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No perceived need</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enough expertise</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enough funding/money</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enough staff</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enough time</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of provider programs in area</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of provider willingness to collaborate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of adequate technology</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No expressed need among principals</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of support from stakeholders</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Table created using weighted qualitative code data from respondents in 10K+ districts. Each column represents a separate item asked to respondents with the number of respondents differing by column (see Appendix B for more details).
interest in improving particular activities also were likely to cite no perceived need for that improvement.

Broadly, the prevalence of the barriers to developing pipelines we report in Table 2.6 appeared similar across medium and large districts, although we did observe significant differences between these categories for some barriers. For example, about 29 percent of medium districts stated no perceived need to improve their hiring and placement, compared with just 10 percent of those in large districts (see Table 39 in the supplemental material). On the other hand, large districts were more likely than medium districts to note lack of staff or lack of funding as factors that prevented improvement of hiring and placement. In addition, large districts were more likely than medium districts to cite lack of staff or lack of expertise as barriers to improving evaluation and support of school principals (see Table 42 in the supplemental material).

**Small Districts Results**

Our data-collection strategy was designed to provide a nationally representative sample of responses from 10K+ districts. Nevertheless, we were interested in gathering some responses from small districts—which altogether serve more than 21 million students, or about 45 percent of the nation’s public school population—to consider whether the concept of principal pipelines is relevant to these districts. As noted earlier in this report, the evidence about the effect of pipeline activities is based on the experiences of very large school districts that participated in the PPI. To be sure, small districts serving fewer than 10,000 students employ principals and are very likely to engage in at least some pipeline activities. But because they operate far fewer schools and employ fewer principals than larger districts, they may be less likely than larger districts to have central office infrastructure and systems in place. This raises legitimate questions about whether and how pipeline activities would be used by smaller districts. To begin exploring this issue, we reached out to a tiny fraction of small districts (164 out of 12,096 or 1.4 percent). The response rate from these small districts was substantially lower than for the 10K+ districts—10 percent versus 26 percent.

Although the lower response rate in small districts might suggest that officials in those districts are less interested in pipeline activities than those in larger districts, responses from those we did interview from our exploratory group of small districts were similar to those from medium and large districts in many respects. All small district respondents reported that their district’s goals, strategic plans, or initiatives tied school leadership to school improvement, compared with the vast majority of medium and large districts. As with medium and large districts, about half of the respondents in small districts reported moderate or high satisfaction with their pool. The most common gaps in the available pool of candidates to fill principal vacancies described by respondents in small districts were similar to those described in medium and large
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Figure 2.7
Percentage of Small Districts Noting Presence of Particular Principal Pipeline Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has leader standards</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has process to encourage individuals to be school leaders</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives aspiring principals professional development and support</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages with one or more prep programs</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses performance-based hiring</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses talent pool processes</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses standards-aligned evaluation</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives all first-year principals coaching</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses computerized system to support pipeline</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has dedicated office or position for school leadership</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Bars reflect weighted survey data from respondents in small districts (n = 17). Error bars represent 95-percent confidence intervals.

districts, although fewer in small districts indicated a gap in candidates from specific ethnic groups (13 percent).

Figure 2.7 summarizes the reported prevalence of ten pipeline activities in the small districts that participated in our interviews. A clear majority of respondents reported that their small district had leader standards, provided support and encouragement for aspiring principals, and used standards-based principal evaluation.

We were somewhat surprised to see that 53 percent of respondents from small districts reported engaging with one or more preservice program. Furthermore, of those who responded that they engage with one or more preservice program, 69 percent reported that they hired at least one candidate from a program with which they engage, and 44 percent reported hiring at least half of their principals from a program with which they have engagement (see Tables 17–18 in the supplemental material).

Because the development of such systems as leader tracking and talent pools can involve fixed costs that might be more difficult for smaller districts to absorb (see
Kaufman et al., 2017), we anticipated that respondents from smaller districts would be less likely to report having and using such systems. As predicted, only 24 percent of those in small districts indicated having a computerized data system or a position or office dedicated to school leadership, and 29 percent reported that they have a talent pool. All small district respondents reported engaging in at least two pipeline activities, with 65 percent of respondents stating that they engaged in five of ten pipeline activities.

When it came to hiring processes, the most common criteria small district leaders reported using to evaluate principal candidates were responses to interview questions (47 percent), feedback from community or other stakeholder groups (41 percent), leader standards (29 percent), and teaching or leadership experience (29 percent). Only 6 percent of small district respondents reported using performance tasks (see Table 38 in the supplemental material).

With regard to principal supervision, 71 percent of respondents from small districts reported that the superintendent was the only supervisor of principals in the district. This contrasts with 12 percent for 10K+ districts. The reported average number of principals supervised by one supervisor in small districts was just fewer than five but ranged from one to 20 (see Table 45 in the supplemental material). Eighty-two percent of small district respondents reported that the principal supervisor was also providing coaching and mentoring for principals (see Table 40 in the supplemental material).

Small district responses about coaching and mentoring suggest potential differences with 10K+ districts (see Tables 40 and 41 in the supplemental material). Seventy-five percent of small district respondents reported that their district provides funding to support principals to pursue training or further education on their own outside of the district. In contrast, 37 percent of respondents from 10K+ districts reported supporting principals this way. Forty-seven percent of small district respondents reported that coaching and mentoring were provided by an organization or person from outside the district, while 22 percent of respondents from 10K+ districts reported such involvement from outside the district. Very few small district respondents reported that their district provided training for principals (12 percent) or supported principal professional learning communities (6 percent). Among 10K+ district respondents, 49 percent reported that their district provided training for principals and 40 percent said their district provided principal professional learning communities. As noted in Figure 2.8, most of the officials in small districts who participated in our study expressed interest in improving their pipeline activities.
Figure 2.8
Percentage of Small Districts Reporting Moderate or Strong Interest in Developing Pipeline Activities

Does your district have interest in the following?

- Developing standards: 75.0%
- Engaging with prep program providers: 70.6%
- Improving hiring or placement of principals: 52.9%
- Improving quality of principal support: 76.5%
- Refining standards: 61.5%

NOTE: Bars reflect weighted survey data from respondents in small districts (n = 17). Districts without standards were asked about their interest in developing them. Districts with standards were asked about their interest in refining them. Error bars represent 95-percent confidence intervals.
This report provides an initial snapshot of how much U.S. school districts are focused on developing and improving pipelines for preparing, hiring, and supporting school principals. Findings from a comprehensive evaluation of the PPI (Gates et al., 2019) linked principal pipelines to increased achievement and retention of the principal workforce, underscoring the need for more information about the prevalence of pipeline activities and the potential opportunities for states and districts to support improvements to principal pipelines.

Findings from this study—derived from interviews with officials from 10K+ districts—indicate that a vast majority (90 percent) of these districts regard school leadership as a key aspect of school improvement, yet a majority see room for improvement in their principal candidates. Responses also suggest that most districts are familiar with and engaged in pipeline activities. All districts were able to identify an individual or group responsible for principal supervision. Of the ten principal pipeline activities that we focused our interviews on, respondents from all school districts reported engaging in at least two, nearly all reported engaging in at least three, and three-quarters of districts reported engaging in five pipeline activities. Only about 1 percent of 10K+ districts indicated engaging in all of the pipeline activities we explicitly asked about; however, this should not be interpreted as a deficit. The vision of strategic pipelines outlined in the PPI was not that all pipeline activities would be comprehensively embraced but that they would be prioritized and tailored to the district context (Turnbull et al., 2016).

Three-quarters or more of the 10K+ district respondents communicated at least moderate or strong interest in doing more related to engagement with external principal preparation providers, improving their hiring processes, and improving the quality of support that principals received. Among those respondents who did not yet have leader standards, 87 percent reported a moderate or strong interest in developing them. Those with leaders’ standards were somewhat less likely to express interest in refining them.

We also saw some associations between reported engagement in certain pipeline activities and reported satisfaction with the principal candidate pool. In particular, when districts reported giving aspiring principals professional development support, engaging with at least one preparation program, standards-aligned evaluation, or
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giving all first-year principals coaching, they were more likely to report satisfaction with their candidate pool. These associations do not imply that the pipeline activities caused greater satisfaction but point to areas where more systematic research could yield useful insights about the implications of pipeline activities.

We found that respondents from large districts were more likely than respondents from medium districts to report having

- school leadership standards
- processes to encourage individuals to become school leaders
- standards-aligned evaluation
- objective criteria, such as performance tasks to evaluate principal candidates
- a dedicated office of school leadership.

The number of principal pipeline activities in which districts report engaging may not be as consequential for improving school leadership as the depth and quality with which districts engage in various pipeline activities. Leader standards were a key emphasis of the PPI, and all six PPI districts created or refined their leader standards as part of the initiative and then used them as a basis to inform other pipeline activities. Responses from our national sample suggest that kind of continual focus on leader standards may not be happening as much in most U.S. school districts. Thirty percent of 10K+ districts cited relying solely on state leader standards and not any district-specific standards, which suggests that they may not be reflecting on how state standards could be tailored and applied to emphasize and support district priorities. Furthermore, about 40 percent of those districts with leader standards indicated little to no interest in refining them.

Nearly half of district officials reported a lack of diversity among principal candidates, although the respondents did not report actively engaging in strategies to attract more diverse candidates. Some respondents specified that schools lacked both a diverse principal workforce and a diverse teacher pool from which to draw; this was mentioned by district leaders in conjunction with a statement about shifting student demographics.

Hiring processes appeared to vary widely across districts, with districts describing a range of criteria they look for and methods they use to gather information about candidates. Just more than half of 10K+ district officials reported that their district uses a talent pool process, and less 20 percent mentioned performance-based tasks when describing their hiring processes. Instead, interviews were by far the most commonly reported method for evaluating principal candidates.

Interview responses suggest that principal supervision and on-the-job support, in particular, may vary dramatically across districts in terms of who provides the supervision and support, the forms that support takes, and the intensity of that supervision and support. Leaders from the 10K+ district sample reported that principal
supervisors were overseeing anywhere from three to 40 principals, as well as variation in terms of whether the person evaluating the principal is also providing the support.

Potential Policy Implications

Our research suggests that many districts—particularly medium-sized districts serving 10,000–49,999 students—might benefit from some guidance and tools that would support strengthening their principal pipelines, given the strong interest among most districts for this. In particular, our findings suggest that all districts could benefit from more ways to develop and communicate about their leader standards. Medium districts specifically could benefit from supports to help them collaborate productively with preservice providers and develop improved methods and criteria for evaluating principal candidates that build on state evaluation rubrics; evaluation tools, such as the Vanderbilt Assessment of Leadership in Education (Vanderbilt Assessment of Leadership in Education, undated); or competency assessments used by PPI districts or preservice providers.

Eighty percent of respondents expressed interest in improving their hiring processes. However, districts in our sample reported a wide range of methods and criteria to hire principals. At the same time, evidence about what practices are most effective is lacking. To support districts in hiring, organizations and entities supporting principals might consider developing repositories of school leader performance tasks or other assessments that can be accessed for free or at low cost. Better and more assessments of interpersonal skills and leadership styles might be especially welcome, given that so many of our interviewees cited such interpersonal characteristics as a particular area of focus in evaluating principal candidates.

Districts would also likely welcome more guidance and strategies for identifying and improving their pool of principal candidates of diverse ethnicities. About half of those with whom we spoke acknowledged the lack of principals of diverse ethnicities as a gap but also did not say much about strategies they were using to improve the diversity of their principal workforce. Some respondents specifically reported a lack of diversity in the teachers and candidate pool from which principals might come. The lack of diversity among public school teachers has been well documented (U.S. Department of Education, 2016). Thus, efforts to enhance the diversity of principal candidates may need to reach back to include or at least coordinate with programs designed to enhance the diversity of the teacher workforce (Stevens and Motamedi, 2019).

On-the-job support and evaluation for principals is an area that districts have reported already emphasizing but also see as in need of improvement. This suggests that districts may benefit from more information and options for principal support and evaluation. There is evidence of success for a few specific leadership development programs (see Herman et al., 2017), but more research is needed about effective
evaluation and support practices (Davis et al., 2011; Shelton, 2013). Research and feedback from the education field could improve understanding about the right number of principals that should be supervised by one person, factors influencing that optimal span of control, and the most productive role for supervisors in terms of the coaching they offer (and whether coaching should be provided by a separate person or group). Similarly, more research might provide better information about the types of professional development and support that are most useful to principals and how that varies by context.

Given that respondents from large districts reported more experience with pipeline activities compared with those from medium and small districts, large districts might be tapped to provide guidance and support to medium and small districts. Through deeper networks and engagement opportunities, those large districts could potentially mentor smaller districts and even create such mechanisms as residencies and other tools in partnership with them. Preparation programs and the state entities that oversee them might think about ways to engage with smaller districts. Ongoing efforts from the University Principal Pipeline Initiative might yield useful examples of such collaborations in preparation programs among districts (Wang et al., 2018).

Finally, responses from our exploratory sample of small districts suggest that principal supervision may be structured very differently in these districts compared with supervision in 10K+ districts. Notably, respondents in small districts were far more likely than respondents in 10K+ districts to report that superintendents directly supervise principals and that districts rely on outside organizations or individuals to provide coaching. Respondents in small districts were less likely to report that their districts provide support through professional learning communities and other forms of support. At the same time, the similarities we observed among engagement in some pipeline activities in small districts versus 10K+ districts imply that those districts might also benefit from more support for pipeline activities, possibly through more networks and consortiums of small districts. Regardless, our findings in small districts suggest that more research across a more comprehensive sample of those districts about their requirements related to school leadership is needed and caution should be taken when applying insights from the PPI to the smallest districts in the United States.
The National Pipeline Baseline Survey aims to gather baseline information about the prevalence of pipeline activities in districts across the country. We sought to describe the current state of development of principal pipelines across the United States, overall and then separately by district size category. We grouped districts into five size categories as described in Table A.1. For reporting and discussion purposes, we condensed these five categories into three groups: large, medium, and small.

**Sample Design**

The sampling strategy was designed to generate a nationally representative estimate that shows the extent to which districts around the country are engaged and interested in pipeline activities while enabling comparisons between estimates for different district size categories. There are more than 13,000 school districts in the country, and the size distribution is extremely skewed, with more than 12,000 districts serving fewer than 10,000 students. To effectively balance competing aims of capturing responses from larger school districts most likely to engage in pipeline activities while also gathering responses from smaller districts to understand the extent to which these activities are interesting and relevant to them, our sample included all districts serving more than 20,000 students and randomly stratified samples of smaller districts (0–9,999 students and 10,000–19,999 students).

We constructed a sampling frame using a list purchased from MDR in September 2019, which included individual and institution information for all public U.S. K–12 school districts. We narrowed the sampling frame by removing charter school local education agencies (LEAs), supervisory unions (i.e., collections of smaller districts), Department of Defense Education Activity LEAs, “subdistrict” observations (e.g., Chicago Public School District Zone 1), and observations not identified as

---

1 Supervisory unions are administrative, planning, and educational service units made up of two or more school districts. About 300 school districts in the sampling frame are identified by National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) as belonging to a supervisory union, with the vast majority of unions being located in New Hamp-
“[r]egular public school districts” by the 2018–2019 NCES Common Core Data. Those restrictions yielded a final sampling frame of 13,012 U.S. public school districts. From this frame, we placed the districts into five size categories based on student enrollment, as reported in the MDR data.

Concurrent with the interview effort, The Wallace Foundation was supporting TA on principal pipelines for school districts around the country. All districts serving 50,000 or more students were invited to participate in the TA, and about half chose to do so. The Foundation also invited some medium districts to participate in the TA effort. Our study included all large districts in the country, regardless of whether they chose to participate in the TA. At the request of The Wallace Foundation, we excluded from our study medium districts that chose to participate in the TA out of concern about the potential burden participation might pose for these smaller districts. Compared with other districts in their same enrollment category, TA-participating districts were more likely to be classified by NCES as a “city” school district and serve larger percentages of nonwhite and FRPL-eligible students.

After implementing these exclusions, we randomly selected districts in the moderate and small categories to participate in the study. Table A.1 provides information about the total number of districts, TA participation, contacts, and completed interviews by size category.

### Table A.1
Sample Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Student Enrollment</th>
<th>Total Student Enrollment for Category (millions)</th>
<th>Total Number of Districts Nationwide</th>
<th>Number of Districts Participating in Wallance TA</th>
<th>Number of Districts Contacted for Interview</th>
<th>Number of Interviews Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 (large)</td>
<td>99,000+</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16 (9)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (large)</td>
<td>50,000–98,999</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29 (20)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (medium)</td>
<td>20,000–49,999</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (medium)</td>
<td>10,000–19,999</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (small)</td>
<td>0–9,999</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>12,096</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** RAND calculations based on data about U.S. public K–12 school districts provided by MDR and information on TA participation provided by The Wallace Foundation in September 2019.

*a Number in parentheses represents the number of completed interviews with districts participating in TA.

shire and Vermont. If districts included in the sample belong to a supervisory union, the survey team will be made aware of this fact and inquire whether district or supervisory union leadership is most appropriate to interview.

2 We also included districts in these categories that had participated in a Wallace Foundation initiative (e.g., PPI, Principal Supervisors Initiative, University Principal Preparation Initiative).
Recruitment and Data Collection

We began contacting districts on October 16, 2019, and completed a total of 192 interviews by December 20, 2019. During the course of data collection, we contacted 830 school districts. We reached out to all districts serving 20,000 students or more after implementing exclusions already described. We also reached out to 300 districts serving between 10,000 and 19,999 students and another 164 districts serving fewer than 10,000 students. These districts were randomly selected after implementing exclusions already described.

The recruitment approach consisted of mailing (via FedEx or first-class mail, depending on address availability) a recruitment letter to the selected school district to invite a senior staff to participate in the study. The recruitment letter provided background information about the study, the goal of the study, and contact information. A few days after the mailing, an initial phone call was made to identify the senior district staff to participate in the phone interview. We recontacted nonrespondents up to eight times to request their participation in an interview. In subsequent recruitment waves, we opted for email rather than mail recruitment letters, given that email appeared to be the preferred and more effective mode of communication with district-level personnel. We sent one recruitment email and up to three follow up emails to nonrespondents. Once we identified the respondent and scheduled a phone interview, a confirmation email and a calendar invite was sent to the respondent. The day prior to the interview, a reminder email or call was made to the respondent.

Our staffing structure consisted of a team of ten data collectors from the RAND Survey Research Group (SRG) and RAND Labor and Education division. All data collectors conducted phone interviews; five data collectors were lead recruiters. The lead recruiter’s role was to make the initial phone outreach to school district staff and schedule a 20–30-minute phone interview with the superintendent, assistant superintendent, or another senior staff. The lead recruiters scheduled interviews either for themselves or for phone interviewers based on staff availability. The average time per interview was 30 minutes, with interview length ranging from 15 to 57 minutes.

The data-collection team participated in a three-day training following SRG standard phone interviewer procedures. They covered were overall project goals, study protocol, phone interviewer principles, qualitative and quantitative data capture, qualitative coding principles, and functionality of the case management platform. At the end of the training, interviewers became certified by successfully passing a mock interview exercise. The lead recruiters had additional trainings on outreach procedures, recruitment guidelines, and use of the scheduling system platform.

We held regular recruitment meetings with lead recruiters to further refine recruitment strategies and customize outreach based on school district enrollment size. The project director monitored 10 percent of interviews to ensure interviewers’ adherence to protocol and accuracy in data capture. In addition, the project director
oversaw day-to-day data-collection activities and monitored interviewer productivity, data quality, and response rates.

We also held weekly team meetings with all interviewers to ensure qualitative coding reliability and to identify any issues encountered with interviews. We discuss the details of our qualitative coding process in Appendix B.

**Completed Interviews**

Our overall response rate was 23 percent—or 192 out of 830 districts contacted for this study. Nonrespondents included hard refusals (13 percent), nonresponse or inability to complete the interview within the short data-collection window (63 percent), and districts that would not allow us to conduct an interview without completing a district research approval process (1 percent). Two small districts were deemed ineligible because the district did not hire principals. The response rate varied by district size category. Among large districts (categories 4 and 5), our overall response rate was 46 percent, but it was only 26 percent among category 4 districts serving between 50,000 and 98,999 students who did not participate in the TA. The latter was similar to the response rate among medium districts (23 percent)—none of which participated in TA. The response rate for small districts was substantially lower, at 10 percent.

Interviewees predominantly served in districts classified as “city” or “suburban” by NCES, with the average responding district consisting of about 60 percent nonwhite students and 50 percent students being FRPL-eligible (see Table B.1 for additional detail on sample characteristics). Among the 192 districts that responded, 29 were participating in The Wallace Foundation’s TA efforts; all were large districts in categories 4 and 5.

In 15 cases, we spoke with more than one person during a single district interview for a total of 217 interviews in 192 districts. When reporting findings, we counted each district interview as a single response regardless of the number of individuals involved in this interview.

Our interviewees included 55 superintendents; 88 associate, assistant, or area superintendents (seven with leadership in their title and 15 with human resources, human capital, or talent in their title); and 74 leaders with other titles, such as executive director, chief, or director (19 with leadership in their title and 27 with human resources, human capital, or talent in their title).
Development of Interview Protocol

The interview protocol was designed to gather information about the topics of interest in an efficient and systematic manner. The interview protocol covered the following topic areas:

- extent to which their district views school principals as a key lever for school improvement
- extent to which they are satisfied with their current pool of candidates for principal vacancies
- whether their district is engaged in specific pipeline activities to prepare, hire, support, and retain principals
- level of interest in specific pipeline activities and perceived barriers to implementing them.

We used prior data-collection instruments (surveys, interviews, and focus groups) from the evaluation of the principal pipeline initiative as a starting point (Gates et al., 2019). We also leveraged a rubric developed by Policy Studies Associates to use in the TA effort organized by The Wallace Foundation to support districts in implementing comprehensive principal pipelines during school year 2019–2020 (Policy Studies Associates, forthcoming).

At the time we were designing the instrument, we were considering two possible options for gathering data from sampled districts that were participating in the TA: Conduct interviews with district representatives as we would with non-TA districts or develop a mechanism to extract data from the TA process. Although we ultimately decided against extracting data from the TA process, we developed our instrument to align with language used in the TA rubric. Future studies may be able to take advantage of this alignment to combine different data sources.

In developing the questions, we made a conscious effort to limit the use of jargon from the PPI. As our goal was to design a set of questions that could be broadly understood by any district official and could be completed in 20–30 minutes. We intentionally prioritized closed-ended questions combined with a limited number of open-ended questions on carefully selected topics.

We obtained feedback on the draft instrument from Brenda Turnbull of Policy Studies Associates and Ty Wilde and Bronwyn Bevan at The Wallace Foundation. We also obtained input on the instrument from four individuals (Jevelyn Bonner-Reed, Mikel Royal, Douglas Anthony, and Glenn Pethel) who were district officials in PPI districts during the initiative.
The data collection yielded a total of 192 valid district responses. Because we undersampled category 1 (small) districts and our response rate for that category was low, we opted to focus our analysis on weighting and summarizing closed-ended interview responses in categories 2–5 that served 10,000 or more students (10K+ districts). Responses from small districts are left unweighted and considered exploratory. In the next section, we describe our survey-weighting procedures for the 10K+ districts and provide additional detail for analytic methods used in the main report.

**Survey Weighting**

We estimated survey weights for each of the 175 respondents from 10K+ districts such that these districts reflect the characteristics of the 10+K districts nationally. These weights were calculated using the combination of three separate weighting procedures.

First, we calculated sample selection weights for each respondent. These weights are defined as the inverse probability of selection into the sample. Because we stratify our sample along five district size categories (see Table B.1), the probability of selection is defined as $1/N_{\text{CAT}}$, where $N_{\text{CAT}}$ is the population total of districts in that size category.

Second, we estimated survey response weights for each respondent, which is the inverse of the estimated probability that a sampled district would respond to the interview. We estimated these probabilities separately for each size category using a logistic regression model that models a binary indicator of survey response as a function of a district’s (1) total student enrollment; (2) proportion student race and ethnicity enrollment (percentage of white, black, Native American, Hispanic), LEP enrollment, and FRPL enrollment; (3) binary indicators for whether a district contains any schools on their state’s “focus” or “priority” lists; and (4) binary indicators for school urbanicity (city, suburb, town, rural) as defined by NCES. We used these models to estimate the predicted probabilities of survey response for each respondent. To avoid extreme survey response weights, rather than use the raw predicted response probabilities to form weights, we instead divided respondents into quartiles based on their predicted
response probabilities and calculate the mean predicted response probability within that quartile. We took the inverse of these mean predicted response probabilities to form the survey response weight for each respondent.

Finally, we performed an iterative raking procedure to improve the extent to which the characteristics of our 10K+ sample match the characteristics of 10K+ districts in the population. Specifically, the raking procedure takes the product of the sample selection and survey response weights as a “base weight” and calibrates this weight such that the weighted sample matches the population totals of the following demographic categories:

- district size category (2–5)
- percentage of white student enrollment (0–24, 25–49, 50–74, 75–100)
- percentage of black student enrollment (0–24, 25–49, 50–74, 75–100)
- percentage of Hispanic student enrollment (0–24, 25–49, 50–74, 75–100)
- percentage of FRPL-eligible enrollment (0–24, 25–49, 50–74, 75–100).

Although we have additional demographic variables that could be added to the calibration process, because of the number of 10K+ respondents \( n = 175 \), the inclusion of additional calibration variables led to inconsistent convergence of the raking model. We use the calibrated weights that resulted from this raking procedure as the weights used in the final analysis to estimate results for this report. For all results, we use Taylor series linearization to provide estimates of variation for survey weighted results.

### Sample Representativeness

In Table B.1 we present descriptive statistics for the (1) unweighted 10K+ sample, (2) weighted 10K+ sample, and (3) 10K+ population. As evidenced by the unweighted 10K+ sample characteristics, prior to weighting, the 10K+ sample and population appear reasonably similar, with the largest differences being in total district enrollment (i.e., district size), percentage of white enrollment, and district urbanicity. After applying survey weights, the sample and population means align more closely, with the largest discrepancies being in the percentage of suburban and city districts, where the sample and population values differ by 2 and 3 percentage points, respectively. In all cases, the 95-percent confidence intervals from the weighted sample bracket the population means on all characteristics presented in Table B.1.

### Qualitative Analysis

The interview protocol contained 17 open-ended questions to gather richer information from district respondents about the nature of their pipeline challenges,
what these pipeline activities look like on the ground, and what barriers they perceive to implementing these activities. The full interview instrument is available at the end of this appendix.

Open-ended questions were categorized using predefined codes reflecting expected themes in responses, based on research team experience in studying principal pipelines. We refined these codes in the first several weeks of interviews based on topics discussed in the interviews. All coding was done by those conducting the interviews, although double coding was conducted by two master coders (researchers deeply familiar with principal pipelines). These master coders double coded 11 percent of the interviews.

Table B.1
Percentage of 10K+ District Characteristics (Unweighted, Weighted, Population)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District Characteristics</th>
<th>Unweighted 10K+ Sample</th>
<th>Weighted 10K+ Sample</th>
<th>10K+ Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Low 95%</td>
<td>Hi 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White enrollment</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black enrollment</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American enrollment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian enrollment</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic enrollment</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEP enrollment</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRPL enrollment</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has one or more focus school</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has one or more priority school</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural district</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town district</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban district</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City district</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District size 2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District size 3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District size 4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District size 5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

along with interviewers over a period of several weeks. For any disagreements between one master coder and interviewer, the two master coders came to consensus on the best code.

We discussed any substantial disagreements in the coding, as well as any necessary updates to the coding plan, at weekly meetings with all interviewers. During the first and second week of coding, inter-rater reliability was 64 percent and 61 percent, respectively.\(^1\) By the third week, inter-rater reliability between the master coders and interviewers was 82 percent. Given low inter-rater reliability on interviews coded in the first few weeks, one master coder reviewed all 20 interviews coded before the third week and made decisions on final codes for those interviews.

**Regression Analysis**

For 10K+ districts, we estimate that respondents’ self-reported use of any particular pipeline activity was associated with the probability that they indicated that they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the pool of candidates available to fill principal vacancies. To do so, we fit ten separate linear probability models,\(^2\) one for each pipeline activity, that regressed a binary indicator set to 1 if a respondent indicated they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with their pool of candidates on a binary indicator for whether a respondent indicated doing that particular pipeline activity in their district, alongside controls for district urbanicity; total enrollment; district percentage of white, black, Native American, Hispanic, Asian, and Indian students; district percentage of LEP and FRPL-eligible students; whether the district had at least one school on their state’s “focus” or “priority” list; and their district size category. These regression models were weighted with the survey weights used to produce the descriptive statistics. In Table B.2, we list the point estimates, standard errors, and statistical significance for each of the ten pipeline activities.

---

1. Inter-rater reliability was calculated as the total number of coded open-ended responses coded the same way by the master coder and interviewer divided by the total number of coded open-ended responses.

2. As respondents in all districts were able to identify the person responsible for principal’s supervision (Principal Pipeline Activity #9), there was no variation in prevalence of that activity. It was not included in the regression analysis.
Table B.2  
Pipeline Activity Estimates for Pipeline Satisfaction Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline Activity</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Statistical Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District has leader standards</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District has process to encourage individuals to be school leaders</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District gives aspiring principals PD and support</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District engages with at least one preparation program</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District uses talent pool</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District uses performance-based hiring</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District uses standards-aligned evaluation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District gives all first-year principals individual coaching</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District uses computerized system to support principal pipeline</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District has dedicated office or position for school leadership</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$ *** $p < 0.001$. Table presents the estimated change in probability of 10K+ respondent ($n = 175$) satisfaction with principal candidate pool associated with having or engaging in each of the ten principal pipeline activities. Each row represents a separate linear probability model in which a binary indicator of satisfaction is regressed on an indicator for whether the respondent indicated having or engaging with that activity and a vector of district characteristics.
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The authors share new findings about the presence and potential importance of principal pipeline activities for preparing, hiring, supporting, and evaluating school leaders as reported by administrators from a national sample of school districts across the United States. The research on which this report is based was prompted by positive findings in a recent evaluation of the Principal Pipeline Initiative (PPI) conducted by the RAND Corporation and Policy Studies Associates. The PPI, launched by The Wallace Foundation in 2011, supported six large public school districts in implementing comprehensive, strategic efforts intended to improve the quality of school leaders over a five-year period.

Overall, the vast majority of our interview participants across districts reported that their district views principals as important and engages in some pipeline activities. That said, only about half of district respondents reported that they are satisfied with their current pool of principals. Interviewees reported some of the pipeline activities to be far more prevalent than others. In addition, our data suggest variation in what principal pipelines look like in different district contexts. The variation in prevalence of specific pipeline activities reported by our interviewees suggests that there are opportunities for districts to learn from one another. Responses from officials in small districts suggested some potential differences between small and large districts in the way principals are supervised and supported; these differences are worthy of further exploration in future research.